Moneta Va.
May 9, 1923.

Dearest Lilian,

Was so sorry to hear that you have such a cold and not feeling so good but hoping that you are more like yourself by this time.

Have been feeling pretty good since Sunday but nothing to boast of. I was afraid Sunday night that would be sick good Monday but managed to go and not complain. Our going to church came out about what I thought for.
Was your hitting at me when you said that it puts girls in a low place when boys do not talk when they should? Don’t hardly think so though.

Looked into the motor and found one spring broken about the middle as there is no way to fix it without a new spring.

Two of the bearings are in bad shape and caused all of that abnormal noise and jumbling but believe can fix them.

What do you think of the weather today? Have been cold all day, then to see the snow falling make one think of winter time.

Have planted some corn but not
near through and turn all the land to work up.

Want to go to Bedford tomorrow evening and get part of my tractor that carried out there to have worked on and will try to find a spring to sell it. Hope the weather will be good so I can go to Moneta Sat. Night.

Done not been over there to a lodge meeting since last Fall.

Was glad to get your letter today and had been wondering if you would forget what it was your time to write first, but you did not forget did you?

I may take this to Moneta tomorrow so you can get it right away but do hope it will be warmer by that time.
Don't seem like a long time since we have been together. For we have not talked any hardly for a long time and as for me, am hungary for a long chat, how about you?

Hope to be up there pretty early Sunday evening and maybe we can talk some before as many come in.

These nights are getting pretty short now and when a fellow works all day bedtime comes pretty early and only a few hours until morning.

Hoping this may find you much better than you were yesterday.

As ever yours, Rob.
Miss Lilian Nanee,
Moneta,
Virginia
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